
 
P.O. Box 17163 |Seattle, WA 98127 

11.16.17 
 
Attention: Seattle City Light 

I am writing on behalf of Groundswell NW in reference to Seattle City Light’s planned disposition of seven former substation 
properties in northwest Seattle. We appreciate your outreach and the opportunity to provide comment.  

Over the past 20 years, Groundswell NW has become a trusted resource and advocate for parks, open space and habitat in NW 
Seattle. We have an outstanding track record in collaborating with our community members and the City, and view the recent 
availability of the substation properties as a timely opportunity to collaborate with Seattle City Light to preserve much needed open 
space in this fast-developing neighborhood where available property is at a premium. 

In response to the current disposition process, we have assembled the accompanying document that identifies potential open space 
opportunities for each NW Seattle SCL property on the disposition list. We encourage SCL to use this document as a guide to better 
understand the local history, community context, and potential open space opportunities for each property.  

In addition to reviewing this document, we request SCL to:  

1. Acknowledge that the top 4 properties on our list (Loyal Heights, Sunset, Monroe, North Beach) have the highest potential 
for open space use and to work with Groundswell NW to allow the community more time to evaluate, build support and 
raise funds if needed. 
 

2. Provide an option for the P-Patch program to evaluate the use of these properties for community gardening. 
 

3. Give the community more opportunities to provide public input, in particular, we are asking for a Public Hearing format 
when SCL presents recommendations for NW property disposition to City Council. A public hearing, which accommodates 
for public input, would alleviate some of the time pressure for groups that are still getting organized and also provide an 
opportunity for the City Council and SCL to receive recommendations from the public in the same setting. 

In closing, we appreciate the opportunity to participate in the process. Please contact me if you would like any further clarifications. 
We continue to value our partnership with Seattle Public Light and look forward to collaborating with you! 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Dawn Hemminger 

Board President, Groundswell NW | groundswellnw@gmail.com | 206-953-3940 

On behalf of fellow Groundswell NW Board Members: Jan Satterthwaite, Dave Boyd, Renee Dagseth, Dennis Galvin, Devon Shannon, 
Susanne Daniell 

 

 

  



NW Seattle Substations – An Opportunity for the Community 

Groundswell NW has identified the decommissioned substations in NW Seattle as opportunities for 
community use for over 20 years. This is in keeping with our longstanding goal of keeping public lands in 
public hands and making it possible for everyone to walk to a public open space without having to cross 
an arterial. These substations were first identified as an opportunity in Groundswell's 1996 Ballard – 
Crown Hill Open Space Inventory and Action Plan, which was supported by a Neighborhood Matching 
Fund grant and hundreds of hours of volunteer time.  

The Crown Hill – Ballard Neighborhood Plan in 1998 identified all nine NW Seattle substations in the 
planning area, along with any other surplus public lands, as opportunities for community use (not 
necessarily open space – potentially also for affordable housing or other community benefits). The City's 
response was that the sites would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

We renewed our interest in these substations for community use as part of our 2014 Ballard Open Space 
Plan Update, another Neighborhood Matching Fund project. Until recently, the fate of these sites was in 
limbo, so it has been difficult to mobilize community support around future uses since the owner, 
Seattle City Light (SCL), was not forthcoming about plans for the sites. 

In fall of 2017, SCL began outreach to some community organizations on the disposition of 7 substation 
properties in NW Seattle. When Groundswell NW indirectly learned of this outreach, we acted quickly by 
contacting SCL and scheduling a public meeting on October 18, co-hosted with Seattle Green Spaces 
Coalition and Sunset Hill Community Association.  

What can be done with these small parcels? 
A prime example is the 6th Avenue NW Pocket 
Park at NW 76th St. and 6th Ave NW. Seattle Parks 
worked with Cascade Land Conservancy, now 
Forterra, to purchase the Whittier substation 
and the adjacent corner house in 2002. 
Groundswell NW acted as fiscal sponsor for the 
community group that got a Neighborhood 
Matching Fund and other grants to develop this 
gem of a corner park (see photo at right).  

We need more time 
By bundling seven of these sites for disposition, 
SCL has put the community at a disadvantage. After waiting for years to find out when the process will 
begin, we are faced with a tight timeline for several sites that have potential for community use. As an 
all-volunteer organization, we have learned that these projects can be accomplished, but they take time. 
We have begun the process of analyzing and prioritizing the sites, but will need more time to develop 
support from the community, the City and potential funders.  

Our analysis and recommendations for properties on the disposition list 
Below is our initial analysis of the seven sites up for sale, in rough priority as potential open space. We 
plan to make a formal request to City Council to delay the sale of at least the top four sites listed below 
in order to give the community time to further prioritize and develop support for these sites. 

https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/Neighborhoods/Planning/Plan/Crown-Hill-plan.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gbq04e3xge080ka/BallardOpenSpacePlan2014-Updated30apr15.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gbq04e3xge080ka/BallardOpenSpacePlan2014-Updated30apr15.pdf?dl=0


1. Loyal Heights 
7750 28th Ave NW, 8,158sf, zoned LR2 RC, 
$900K projected value. Identified as one of 
two sites of interest to the Office of Housing, 
but it does not have good access to transit or 
other services. 

Open Space potential: Parks’ analysis shows 
that it is not in a gap, but it is .5 miles from 
the NE corner of Sunset View Park and just 
under .5 miles from the tip of Golden Gardens 
Park that extends to the intersection of NW 
85th St and 32nd Ave NW. That finger of the 
park has no usable open space – to reach any 
usable open space, other than the stairs themselves, one must descend the stairs and pathways and 
cross Golden Gardens drive to Upper Golden Gardens Park. It is in an arterial quadrant with no public 
open space, other than what will be left over when the Loyal Heights Elementary expansion is complete. 
The loss of significant public open space on the elementary school site, which was developed through 
neighborhood initiatives, creates a strong justification to offset that loss with acquisition of the Loyal 
Heights Substation. 

The site includes several mature conifers, which provide ecological and aesthetic benefits to the 
neighborhood. SCL preserved these trees during the clean-up of the site by using air shovels to remove 
contaminated dirt around their roots. Redevelopment of the site would likely require their removal. 

2. Sunset 
3209 NW 65th St, 6,300sf, zoned NC1-30, $660K projected 
value. Groundswell NW and Sunset Hill Community Association 
co-sponsored a Neighborhood Matching Fund project to 
develop a conceptual design for the site. The resulting proposal 
was for a neighborhood-sponsored community solar project 
with a solar array on an overhead structure and gathering 
space beneath. Late in the project we learned that State law 
prohibits neighborhood-sponsored community solar projects 
on power utility owned sites (some changes to the State law 
are in the works and need to be tracked and studied). Parks 
was not interested in acquiring the site, so the plan was to 
convince City Light to retain the site for public benefit. With the 
neighborhood-sponsored option out, we asked City Light to 
consider it as a utility-sponsored community solar project, but 
they declined, wanting to find larger, more visible sites, and 
ones that wouldn’t require building a structure to hold the panels. 

More recently, the owner of the adjacent business, Picolinos, has leased the site for $1015.56/month 
and has begun making improvements. First with paving along the alley to accommodate the businesses 
dumpsters (which had been parked along the NW 65th St sidewalk), and second, an application to 



“Establish use as eating and drinking establishment and construct new commercial pre-manufactured 
building, occupy per plan.” The value of the second application is $250K. Corrections have been required 
by several of the City reviewers as of 10/24/17. 

Open Space potential: Parks’ analysis shows that it is not in a gap, being within .5 miles of Webster Park, 
and its minimal street frontage was noted as problematic, but it is in an arterial quadrant without public 
open space, and reaching Webster Park from this quadrant requires crossing two arterials, NW 65th St 
and 32nd Ave NW. The conceptual plan developed by the community could have created a self-sustaining 
community gathering space and neighborhood emergency hub, provided SCL was willing to hold the 
property and allow the use, or that another entity was able to acquire it. A very preliminary discussion 
was held with the Picolinos owner about a partnership that would have allowed the business to use the 
site periodically in exchange for day-to-day monitoring and maintenance, but such an arrangement 
would depend on resolving issues around ownership and development of the community space and 
possible community solar installation. 

3. Monroe 
1405 NW 65th St, 4,000sf, zoned LR3, $420K 
projected value. Across from Ballard High, this is 
routinely dismissed as an open space opportunity by 
those who say it would just become a place for BHS 
students to smoke. On the other hand, there has 
been interest by BHS science faculty who see an 
opportunity for an outdoor classroom associated 
with their greenhouse and horticulture program. 

Open Space potential: Parks’ analysis shows that it 
is not in a gap, being within .5 miles of the coming 
Gemenskap Park, and is well below their desired 
10,000sf threshold for new parks. Adding the 4,800sf corner parcel to the east would help and give it 
much more visibility. The long term concept has Gemenskap Park extending along 14th Ave NW north to 
65th, so this site could become a north gateway to that 
linear park. 

4. North Beach 
9407 19th Ave NW, 6,600sf, zoned SF7200, $330K 
projected value.  Adjacent to the NW corner of the 
Whitmwn Middle School grounds and track. A couple 
at the 10/18/17 community meeting expressed interest 
in a P-Patch on this site. 

Open Space potential: Not in a Parks open space gap, 
nor in an arterial quadrant without public open space. 

  



5. Phinney 
6109 Phinney Ave N, 6,000sf, zoned NC2-40, $800K projected 
value. Somewhat hidden behind a multifamily development. 

Open Space potential: Parks’ analysis shows that it is not in a 
gap, being well within .5 miles of Woodland Park, across 
Phinney Ave N to the south. Parks also notes that it doesn’t 
have good visual access from the street. It is in an arterial 
quadrant that has three public open spaces, albeit small ones. 

 

 

 

 

6. Ballard 
6728 24th Ave NW, 5,100sf, zoned 
LR2, $560K projected value. Nestled 
between two apartment buildings, 
mid-block between NW 67th and NW 
70th  Streets on an arterial, 24th Ave 
NW. 

Open Space potential: Not in a Parks 
open space gap, nor in an arterial 
quadrant without public open space. 

7. Leary 
1414 NW Leary Way, 8,800sf, zoned IG2 
U/65, $880K projected value. Property with a 
building, long leased to a car repair shop and 
used to store vehicles.  

Open Space potential: Not in a Parks open 
space gap, nor in an arterial quadrant without 
public open space. 

 

 

 

Comments on properties not currently on the disposition list 

In addition to the seven sites slated for disposition in this process, Groundswell NW and the community 
continue to have interest in two sites not included on the disposition list, Market St. and Olympic. The 



Market St. property is right in the middle of a significant gap in the Seattle Parks gap analysis and would 
serve the west part of the Ballard Urban Village. SCL has said it will hold Market St. and the Olympic 
properties as part of a "resiliency" strategy with the possibility of solar arrays, battery storage and 
micro-grids that could serve the immediate neighborhood in the event of a major power outage.  

Since Market has such good potential as open space, we would like to know more about the technical 
requirements and whether another site could serve that purpose, or if such facilities could co-exist with 
some public open space, similar to the Sunset Substation proposal we developed. 

While the Olympic property may not have great potential as open space, it would be a good site for 
affordable housing, being in an urban village and on a Rapid Ride line. Could such a development be 
combined with solar collectors, battery storage and a micro-grid? 
 


